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Abstract
Language and law seem to have either distant or no connection at all. However, in
reality these two disciplines are closely interconnected and interrelated, particularly
in the perspectives of Islamic legal theory. One’s language competence is among the
determining factors in comprehending Islamic law. This is because in Islamic legal
theory, law is derived from the tenets enshrined in the Qur’an and the Prophetic
traditions that require a high standard of Arabic language science. Thus, it can be
concluded that language and law are inseparable. Unfortunately, many students
majoring Islamic law still have minor knowledge as well as awareness of the connection
between these two disciplines. Regarding this case in hand, the aims of this study are
two fold; first, to find out students’ awareness of the role of language competence in
Islamic legal theory, and second, to investigate the correlation between the awareness
with students’ competence in Islamic legal theory. This study conducted at the
postgraduate program, UIN SU employed a qualitative approach. The data were
collected by using questionnaire and in-depth interview. The findings reveal that
students’ awareness of the significance of language competence is still relatively low.
Furthermore, it is also found that the awareness is positively correlated with their
competence in Islamic legal theory.
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1. Introduction

Despite the status of English as “the world’s most widely spoken language” (Fithriani,
2018, p. 741) and the only foreign language compulsorily taught in Indonesian schools
(Fithriani, 2017), it does not mean that English becomes the only foreign language class
offered in Indonesian educational institutions. Other foreign languages such as French,
Japanese, and Arabic are also offered as optional classes in many schools in Indonesia.
In case of Arabic language, it has a special status in Islamic-based educational institu-
tions as it is listed as a compulsory subject. The mastery of Arabic is needed in many
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other disciplines include that related toUshul Fiqh (Islamic legal theory) (Syahnan, 2018).
Most people might think that language and law are not connected, yet in Islamic legal
theory, the mastery of Arabic is a perquisite for Islamic legal theory which particularly
refers to the Qur’an and Hadith from which the main principles of Islamic legal theory
are derived (Kamali, 2003). For this reason, language competence is needed by those
who study topics related to Islamic law since having high proficiency of language skill,
especially Arabic, will deepen their understanding on the subject matter.

Islamic law or Sharia law itself is derived from the religious percepts of Islam, namely;
the Qur’an and Hadith. The term Sharia refers to God’s divine law, and it is contrasted
with Fiqh which refers to human interpretations (Oxford Dictionary Online, 2019). There
are four sources of Islamic legal theory or Islamic jurisprudence, namely; the Qur’an,
Hadith, Ijma and Qiyas. The Qur’an is the most sacred source of law (Hallaq, 2009), and
is beyond doubt because it consists the words of Allah SWT. Hadith which is the record
of the words, actions and the silent approval of the prophet Muhammad SAW provides
more detailed and practical guidance for the information in the Qur’an provided that
the Hadith is authentic. Ijma or consensus is the agreement of Islamic scholars on a
point of view and can elevate law based on possible evidence. Meanwhile, Qiyas or
analogical reasoning is the process of deductive analogy by comparing and contrasting
the Hadith andQur’an in order to apply a known injunction (nass) to a new circumstances
and create a new injunction (The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Islamic World, 2009). By
referring to these sources of sharia, Muslims will be able to know the sharia rulings
which may fall into one of the five categories known as “the five decisions” (al-a ⋅hkām
al-khamsa), namely; mandatory (far ⋅d or wājib), recommended (mandūb or musta ⋅habb),
neutral (mubā ⋅h), reprehensible (makrūh), and forbidden ( ⋅harām) (Vikør, 2014).

The specific study that discusses about the principles of Islamic jurisprudence
explained above is also known as U ⋅sūl al-fiqh (Arabic: ا ل أ lit. roots of fiqh. This teory
is about how the Qur’an and Hadith can be interpreted from the point of linguistics and
rhetoric. It also discusses about the methods for establishing the authenticity of hadith
(Calder, 2009). In addition, U ⋅sūl al-fiqh allows Muslims to deepen their understanding
of religion which will result on their manner of worship and devotion to Allah SWT
(the Most High), and enables Muslims to decide whether certain actions are extreme,
lenient, well-supported, or just prohibited. However, in studying U ⋅sūl al-fiqh, people are
required to have a high proficiency of Arabic skill (Syahnan, 1998).

It is argued that in studying Islamic law, people can refer to the translation of the
Qur’an and Hadith without necessarily mastering Arabic, but in fact, it is not enough
since the analysis needs the understanding of linguistics and rhetoric in the Qur’an and
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Hadith which are written in Arabic. For example, in understanding the meaning of An
Nisa: 29 below, a mere translation is considered not enough for Indonesian people:

ن َ َ َّ ٱ إِنَّ ۚۡ ُ ُ َ
أ
ْ
ا ٓ
ُ ُ ۡ َ َ

وَ ۚۡ ُ ِّ اضٖ َ َ َ ةً َ ٰ ِ ن
ُ َ ن

َ
أ
ٓ َّ
إِ ِ ِ

َ ٰ ۡ ِ
ُ َ ۡ َ ُ َ َ ٰ ۡ أَ

ْ
ا ٓ
ُ ُ ۡ َ َ ْ

ا ُ َ ءَا ِ
َّ
ٱ َ ُّ

َ ٓ َ ٰ

٢٩ ٗ ِ رَ ۡ ُ ِ
Translation:

O you who believe! do not devour your property among yourselves falsely, except

that it be trading by your mutual consent; and do not kill your people; surely Allah is

Merciful to you.

The word َ in (
ْ
ا ٓ
ُ ُ ۡ َ َ

) means the prohibition of Allah, and makes it fall into forbidden
( ⋅harām). The word (

ْ
ا ٓ
ُ ُ ۡ َ َ

) which literally means “do not eat” does not truly mean “food”,
but any kind of transaction.

This theory is studied by the postgraduate students who take Islamic law as their
major at the State Islamic University of North Sumatra (UIN SU). These students have var-
ied educational backgrounds. Some of the students are the graduates of Islamic based
institutions while the rest are the alumni of conventional institutions. Unfortunately, many
students who study Islamic law still have limited understanding of Arabic language and
Islamic legal theory even though some of them have learned Arabic before. Based on
this phenomenon, it is considered crucial to conduct a research regarding this issue. For
this reason, this study aims to find out students’ awareness of significance of language
competence in Islamic legal theory, and to investigate the correlation between the
awareness with the students’ competence in Islamic legal theory. By doing this research,
the findings of this study will be beneficial to improve students’ awareness of studying
Arabic and to motivate students in deepening their understanding of Islamic legal theory
(Ushul Fiqh).

2. Literature Review

2.1. Language competence

The study about the role of language competence has been conducted by Ade Dedi
Rohayana (2017). In his study, he wanted to see the role of Arabic competence in Ushul
Fiqh class given in his university. His research indicates that students should have
Arabic skills in order to study Ushul Fiqh because the proposition used in deducing
law is based on the Qur’an and Hadith. He also adds that the terminologies in Ushul
Fiqh class are mostly taken from Arabic, so the students must learn Arabic in order to
successfully understand the nature of Ushul Fiqh.
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Language competence is often defined as linguistic competence which is a system
of linguistic knowledge owned by speakers of a language (Noam Chomsky, 1965).
Chomsky (1965) states that this competency will enable the native speakers to produce
and understand sentences and differentiate grammatical sentences from ungrammat-
ical ones. In other words, people who possess linguistic competence understand the
principles and rules of sounds, words, and sentences and are able to recognize when
the rules or principles are violated, and the errors they made are “language slips”.
When these people make this kind of mistake, it means they are tired or distracted, not
because they do not know the language.

2.2. Arabic language

Indonesia is the largest Muslim population in the world. However, Arabic which is the
language used in the Qur’an and Hadith is not the compulsory subject for Indone-
sian students. This subject is only a mandatory for the students who are studying in
Islamic-based institutions like Pesantren (Islamic boarding schools). In relation to this
phenomenon, Efrizal (2012) states that Arabic as the language of the Qur’an should be
taught in Indonesia as the second language for Muslims.

The postgraduate students who study Islamic Law at the State Islamic University of
North Sumatra are expected to have enough understanding of Arabic language to sup-
port their learning process, especially when studying Ushul Fiqh (Islamic legal theory).
However, in fact, the students show limited understanding of Arabic language. The
reason is because not all the students have learned Arabic since some of them did not
study in Islamic based institutions. This study tried to explore the students’ awareness
of language competence, particularly Arabic to support their study in comprehending
Islamic legal theory.

2.3. Islamic law

It is stated that human should maximize the ability of reasoning given by God so
that human can differentiate the right from the wrong, and of course, by referring to
the Qur’an and Sunnah (Hadith) of the prophet Muhammad SAW (Hallaq, 2009). The
Qur’an, Hadith, Ijma and Qiyas are the four sources of Islamic jurisprudence. They are
used to know the sharia rulings which might fall into one of the five decisions (al-
a ⋅hkām al-khamsa): mandatory (far ⋅d or wājib), recommended (mandūb or musta ⋅habb),
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neutral (mubā ⋅h), reprehensible (makrūh), and forbidden ( ⋅harām) (Schneider, 2014). Mus-
lims believe that they will be rewarded in the afterlife for doing the mandatory and
recommended action. (Vikør, 2014). Meanwhile, doing the reprehensible act will not be
punished, but should be avoided.

In studying Islamic legal theory or what is often called as Islamic jurisprudence
(Ushul Fiqh), Muslims should have good understanding of Arabic language because
they cannot depend on the translation of the Qur’an or the Hadith.

3. Research Method

This study was conducted at the postgraduate program, State Islamic University North
Sumatra (UIN SU) by employing a qualitative approach. The participants were students of
Post Graduate Programmajoring in Islamic Law. There were 148 students divided into six
classes and 75 of them (57 men and 18 women) took part as the participants in this study.
The data for this study could be classified into two categories; primary and secondary.
The primary data were collected through two instruments, namely: questionnaires
and in-depth interviews. All participants were asked to respond to the questionnaire,
however, only 10 representing different classes, educational backgrounds, genders,
and levels of awareness were invited to the interview session. The data collected
from these instruments were analyzed using two methods; frequency count for the
data from questionnaire and content analysis for those collected through questionnaire
and interview. The secondary data were taken from students’ academic records in
Qawaid Fiqh (Islamic legal maxim) class. These data were used to obtain participants’
competence in Islamic legal theory.

4. Result and Discussion

4.1. Awareness of the significance of language competence

After analyzing the data, the findings of this study reveal that students’ awareness of
the significance of language competence in understanding Islamic legal theory is still
relatively low, and it can be seen from their responses towards the questionnaires and
the interviews conducted. Of the six classes which consists of twenty to twenty-five
active postgraduate students at the State Islamic University of North Sumatra, 68% (n =
51) of them are not aware of the importance of Arabic language in studying Islamic legal
theory. These students are those who graduated from non-Islamic based institution
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or the conventional or secular Law Faculty in their undergraduate degree. Meanwhile,
only 29% (n = 22) of the students are aware of the significance of Arabic language in
comprehending Islamic legal theory (look at Figure 1 for details).

Figure 1:

This result corresponds to students’ responses during interview. Eight participants
express their opinions indicating that language competence is not necessary in com-
prehending Islamic legal theory, as seen in excerpts 1 & 2.

In my opinion, language competence is not really important in studying Ushul
Fiqh since many people have written great books about it. We can also
consult to Arabic dictionary and discuss with our friends who have good
understanding of Arabic. (Excerpt 1)

I think the competence in Arabic language is is important, for example; Nahwu
and Shorof, but in studying Islamic law, in my opinion, even if we don’t know
Arabic, we can consult to books and dictionary. (Excerpt 2)

Only two participants taking part in the interview session show their awareness of the
importance of Arabic language in studying Islamic legal theory (as seen in excerpt 3).
One of them graduated from the Middle East, thus have the capability of using Arabic
as a means of communication and a tool for Islamic legal theory.
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I think language competence is important, especially Arabic language
because when studying about Islamic law, we need to study about the
Qur’an and Hadith which are in Arabic. (Excerpt 3)

4.2. The correlation between awareness of language competence
and competence in islamic legal theory

The second finding of this study reveal that students’ awareness of language com-
petence is positively correlated with their competence in Islamic legal theory. It can
be seen from the widening gap between those who master Islamic law and those who
master conventional lawwhich is resulted in the lack of awareness of the reciprocal roles
of the respective side. In addition, when the data related to students’ awareness of the
significance of language competence is compared to those from students’ academic
records in Qawaid Fiqh class, the result reveals that the two aspects are positively
correlated. This means that students who are aware of the significance of language
competence tend to have better understanding of Islamic legal theory. Students who
are aware of the significance of language competence score between 90 to 98 in
this subject, which is classified as high comprehending of the matter. On the contrary,
40 students from the ‘no awareness’ group get score below 80 which is classified
as low, while the rest get between 80 to 89 which is still classified to have middle
comprehension.

5. Conclusion

Based on the discussion above, some general and loose trends can be concluded.
First, there is a very close connection between postgraduate students ‘ experience
in learning Arabic with their ability to comprehend the discourses of Islamic legal
theory. Second, the level of students’ Arabic mastery reflected in the standard of their
analysis towards Islamic legal related the problems discussed. It means the better
the fluency of their Arabic, the higher the quality of the argument and the logic of
thinking. Third, the high diversity of students’ educational background and the capacity
in mastering Arabic should not be seen as the widening gap between those who
graduated from conventional university and those who graduated from Islamic based
university. Conversely, the two competing scale of the trend should be put in the
perspective of reciprocal contribution in making all due effort to seek the feasibility to
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combine the methodology and approach in harmony for the better foreseeable future
of academic and humanity alike.
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